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ABSTRACT
People with physical impairments can experience challenges when using traditional input devices such as a mouse and
keyboard for creative visual design work. Speech interaction is an alternative input method that can facilitate a more inclusive
approach for supporting creative work. However, there has been a lack of work to date investigating how to position and move
creative assets (e.g. images) around a digital workspace via speech interaction techniques. We present three multimodal
speech interaction approaches to support the positioning of graphical objects around a design canvas via speech commands:
Speed-based Control, Location Guides, and Positional Guides. A user evaluation with non-disabled participants (N=30) found
that the Location Guides approach was significantly more efficient, accurate, and usable for the positioning of images when
compared with the other methods. A follow-up study with physically impaired users (N=6) demonstrated they were able to
effectively position images around a design canvas using the Location Guides technique with participants also rating this
approach as exhibiting a high level of usability.
CCS CONCEPTS • Human-centered computing → Accessibility; Accessibility design and evaluation methods.
KEYWORDS: Assistive Technology; Multimodal Input; Voice Interaction; Object Manipulation; Inclusive Design.
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INTRODUCTION

People with physical impairments can experience significant barriers when attempting to produce creative work
using mainstream visual design applications [7, 8] such as Adobe Photoshop [1], Illustrator [2], and XD [3].
These challenges typically arise due to the use of traditional input tools (i.e. a mouse and keyboard) being the
predominant interaction paradigm within creative software [6, 12, 17, 35]. The use of speech input to control
systems holds significant potential to make visual design work more accessible, although there has been little
research in this area to date. Previous studies have explored the potential of speech interaction to support
people with physical impairments in creative drawing activities [28, 29]. However, these studies represent initial

investigations and there remain several key areas that require further research to understand more deeply the
potential of this technology in a creative domain. One crucial area where there has been a lack of work to date
is around how graphical objects can efficiently be positioned around a digital canvas. A traditional mouse and
keyboard input combination enables users to rapidly move digital objects around a design canvas such as
nudging an object into a specific position or snapping to an alignment guide [9, 21]. This is an essential
component of controlling graphical design interfaces, yet it is unclear how this could be facilitated via voice
interaction.
We address the lack of research in this area through developing and investigating new interaction techniques
to support people with physical impairments in positioning graphical objects around a digital canvas. By
“physical impairments”, we primarily refer to people who experience barriers in using traditional input devices
(e.g. people with motor neurone disease, cerebral palsy, repetitive strain injury, tremors, etc. where speech is
not also significantly impaired), as well as certain forms of situational and temporary physical impairments. We
present three different multimodal speech approaches – Speed-based Control (using transformation speed and
simple voice commands such as “left”, “right”, etc.), Location Guides (involving the use of positional labels), and
Positional Guides (where traditional guidelines support object placement). Each approach also utilises switch
input (e.g. a mechanical switch, head tracker, foot pedal, keyboard and other assistive tools) for initiating the
speech recogniser. We present results from an initial evaluation with non-disabled participants (N=30)
demonstrating that the Location Guides approach was more efficient, accurate, and usable in positioning
objects than Speed-based Control and Positional Guides. After iterative updates the Location Guides method
was evaluated in a follow-up study with physically impaired participants (N=6). Results from this study validated
findings from the first evaluation and demonstrated how users with physical impairments can effectively position
objects around a digital canvas via a multimodal speech input.
This work therefore presents three primary contributions: (1) three multimodal speech interaction approaches
for positioning graphical objects, (2) a user evaluation presenting new insights around the use of multimodal
speech interaction for object manipulation, and (3) validation of the Location Guides approach in supporting
people with physical impairments to efficiently control objects on a design canvas.
2

RELATED WORK

Previous research has investigated the potential of speech interaction to support people with physical
impairments in producing freeform drawings – for instance, Harada et al. [13, 14, 15] explored the use of a vocal
joystick that enables continuous voice input in the form of vowel sounds to guide drawing directions whilst using
a digital brush. Van der Kamp and Sundstedt [22] examined the use of voice commands for manipulating
drawing tools combined with eye gaze interaction for controlling the mouse cursor and found this approach
supported a more efficient drawing process. Moreover, Adobe [40] recently introduced grid numbers and labels
to support users in accessing application features via voice commands (e.g. to select drawing tools, properties,
layers, and menu items), although this has not been formally evaluated to date within the academic field.
Other studies have also explored multimodal approaches for creating artistic work, image editing, and
graphical manipulation – for instance, Laput et al. [26] presented the PIXELTONE application where direct
manipulation (via touch) is used to select parts of the image, along with a limited set of high level voice
commands to perform image editing operations (e.g. applying filters). Research findings highlighted a
preference for the combination of a speech and touch input approach as compared to touch only input for image
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processing operations. Srinivasan et al. [32] also presented a similar approach using natural language speech
commands and touch input for image editing operations. Touch input was used to select interface elements and
voice commands (e.g. “change fill color”, “add a sepia filter”) were suggested to users based on their context.
Results highlighted positive perceptions from participants although there were issues with speech recognition
during the study. Sedivy and Johnson [30] presented a multimodal approach where speech input is used for
performing sketching operations (e.g. drawing shapes, lines, and coloring) whilst a stylus pen was utilized for
object selection, rotation, resizing, dragging shapes, and layer navigation. Results from a user study found that
speech input saved time in accessing drawing features, although this was an informal evaluation with only small
group of non-disabled users. Hauptmann [16] conducted a study to evaluate three different interaction
approaches for manipulating graphical objects – these included speech only, gesture only, and a combination
of both speech and gesture interaction. Participants were given a series of tasks to move, scale, and rotate a
single cubed shaped object presented on the screen display. Results found that the majority of participants
preferred the combination of both speech and gesture input for object manipulation. Hiyoshi and Shimazu [17]
also presented a multimodal approach where mouse pointing was used to specify the target position and voice
was used for drawing and manipulating basic shapes (e.g. via statements such as “place the object here”).
Moreover, Kim et al. [25] investigated the use of short vocal commands in creative applications to support expert
designers and found they can help creative experts to access various design features more efficiently, thus
reducing cognitive and physical load.
The work highlighted demonstrates the wider potential of speech interaction to facilitate the production of
visual design work, although further research is also required to understand the optimal approaches for
supporting crucial and common low-level tasks that support an efficient creative workflow. For instance, the
ability to effectively position objects around a digital canvas is essential, yet it remains unclear how this should
be achieved via voice-based interaction. Moreover, the production of creative visual design work via speech
interaction holds much potential for people with physical impairments, although there have also been a lack of
studies evaluating this approach with disabled users. Further research is therefore required to thoroughly
explore different interaction techniques that facilitate fundamental visual design activities (such as object
positioning) to ensure optimal approaches are developed that support the creative process for people with
physical impairments.
3

PROTOTYPE DESIGN

We developed a new research prototype to investigate different object positioning approaches within a design
canvas via multimodal interaction. The application was built using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript – with the Web
Speech API [41] used for detecting speech input from users. The prototype simulates a visual design application
and displays a portfolio website design for a fictional professional photographer (Figure 1).
The main design canvas (Fig. 1 (a)) is fixed to 700x560 pixels to ensure that it can run on modern browsers
without the need for vertical or horizontal scrolling (to help avoid inconsistent user experiences during evaluation
studies). The design canvas consists of nine thumbnail sized images (150x90 pixels) which is similar in size
and dimensions to those used in mainstream social media platforms (e.g. Facebook [42], LinkedIn [43], and
Instagram [44]) to display posts and profiles pictures. One of these images is the interaction object (Fig. 1 (b))
that is presented in the top right corner of the design canvas (at the start of a task) and can be moved in all
directions using a range of speech commands. The target placeholder (Fig. 1 (c)) is displayed as a grey box
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which represents the final position where an interaction object needs to be positioned. The placeholder is the
same size as the interaction object (150x90 pixels) to ensure the image can be accurately placed over it. The
speech command panel (Fig. 1 (d)) is displayed at the top middle section of the screen to help users visualize
spoken voice commands which the system has recognized. Switch input (e.g. a keyboard, mechanical switch,
head tracker, foot pedal, etc.) is utilised for initiating the speech recogniser on each task screen across three
interaction approaches. Audio feedback (a popping sound effect) is also played after a voice command has
been issued to make the user aware that their input has been recognized.
The transformation speed (Fig. 1 (e)) can be seen in the top right corner and is used to facilitate users in
moving interaction objects slower or faster depending on a user’s preferences. The transformation speed can
range from values of “1” to “500” and is controlled using the voice command ‘speed’ followed by a number (i.e.
“speed 10”). For instance, when a user wants to move the interaction object towards left and the transformation
speed is set to 10, the image will move 10 pixels to the left when the appropriate voice command is issued (i.e.
“left”). The transformation speed can also be used to fine-tune the interaction object position when it is closer
to the target placeholder (i.e. selecting the minimum speed value, e.g. “speed 1”). The interaction object is
moved based on pixel values as opposed to continuous animation at the set speed. This decision was taken as
latency in processing of speech recognition can result in slight delays of commands being issued, which in turn
can lead to objects moving beyond the user’s intended target position (if continuous animation is used) [23].
The supported speech commands (Fig. 1 (f)) at the bottom of the canvas are always visible to help users in
recalling the available commands – these commands are dynamically changed on different screens depending
on the object positioning approach used. The following subsections present the three different object positioning
approaches – Speed-based Control, Speed Control + Location Guides, and Speed Control + Positional Guides.

Figure 1: The research prototype interface showing (a) main design canvas, (b) interaction object, (c) target placeholder, (d)
speech commands panel, (e) transformation speed, and (f) supported voice commands.
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3.1 Speed-based Control
This approach uses simple voice commands to move objects (images) around the design canvas. These
commands include “left”, “right”, “down”, and “up” to move the interaction object presented in the top right
position of the design canvas (Figure 1). These voice commands are informed and motivated from previous
work in the field (e.g. [24]) where directional voice commands were used to control different interface elements
(e.g. a mouse cursor). This approach mainly relies on the transformation speed (as discussed above) to move
and position the interaction object over the relevant placeholder. There are no additional visual cues or layout
tools (in contrast to other two approaches) to support the image movement around the design canvas.
3.2 Speed Control + Location Guides
This approach utilizes the same speech commands used in the “Speed-based Control” approach, along with
the use of location guidance to assist image positioning around the design canvas. The location guides were
presented as a grid of circular labels (numbered from 1-90) overlaid on top of design canvas. The size of the
circular labels was set to 20x20 pixels and were placed 75px (≈2cm) apart from each other. A series of informal
usability tests evaluating a range of different label sizes and distances helped to inform a balance between
sizes, numbers, and distancing of location guides to ensure users are not overloaded with options (which could
result in a cluttered user experience). The opacity of the interface elements is lowered when the location guides
are displayed to ensure the grid of labels are not obscured by visual content on the canvas. This approach is
similar to the method used in Adobe XD [40] where labels were used for selecting tools and features via voice,
although this type of approach has not yet been explored for object positioning. The location guides can be
displayed through saying “locations” – objects can then be moved saying the number contained within the label
that is closest to target placeholder thus resulting in the top-left corner of the interaction object being placed
over the appropriate location guide (Figure 2). Location guides can be hidden stating “hide” command – users
can then use the Speed-based Control method and transformation speed to refine specific location of the object.

Figure 2: An example of the Location Guides feature where the top left corner of an image has been placed at the closest
possible position (Location 22) over the target placeholder.
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3.3 Speed Control + Positional Guides
The third approach uses standard vertical and horizontal positional guidelines commonly used in mainstream
design software (e.g. Adobe Photoshop [1] and Illustrator [2]). A similar approach has also been used in related
work investigating the positioning of graphical objects within a design canvas via the combination of gaze
interaction and mechanical switches to support people with physical impairment [9]. We adapted these
approaches for use via voice control (Figure 3) – users can initially enable the positional guide feature by stating
“guides”. A horizontal and vertical line are then displayed within the main canvas which can be moved through
stating “left”, “right”, “up” or “down”. The transformation speed is also associated with moving guidelines and
can be changed using the same speed commands as discussed previously. As a first step, the vertical and
horizontal lines need to be moved so that their intersection point is at the top left corner of the user’s desired
location. Use of the “snap” command then moves the interaction object to the point at which the lines intersect
(Figure 3). The “hide” command can be used to hide the positional guides from the main view. Users can also
utilize the Speed-based Control if the interaction object is not snapped at the exact position over the relevant
placeholder.

Figure 3: An example of the Positional Guides feature with an image (top left) snapped at the intersection of the lines using
the “snap” command.

4

USER EVALUATION

An online user evaluation was conducted with non-disabled participants to investigate whether they were able
to position objects effectively via multimodal interaction. A within participant design was utilised with nondisabled participants to ensure the approaches were viable and usable prior to running evaluations with
physically impaired participants. It was felt that this first study would provide interesting insights into the different
approaches and opportunities for iterative improvements prior to working with disabled participants.
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4.1 Participants
Thirty non-disabled participants (15 male and 15 female) were recruited from a population of University staff
and students. Participants were aged between 19 to 52 years (Mean = 28.13, SD = 7.57) and were nativeEnglish speakers. They were assessed based on their level of experience with graphical design software (10
Novice, 17 Intermediate, and 3 Experts), prototyping applications (15 Novice, 13 Intermediate, 2 Experts), and
speech interaction technology (8 Novice, 16 Intermediate, and 6 Experts).
4.2 Apparatus and Procedure
Participants were required to use their own computer and microphone for voice input, as well as a keyboard for
simulating a switch to control the speech recognizer (using spacebar key). The Google Chrome browser was
required for experimental tasks due to browser compatibility with the Web Speech API [41]. Participants initially
communicated via email to confirm the testing schedule as well as the preferred platform for the evaluation
session (e.g. Microsoft Teams [27] or Zoom [38]). At the start of testing sessions the URL of the object
positioning prototype was provided to participants which they were asked to access and then share their screen
content. A researcher then provided pre-test instructions to ensure participants understood the purpose of the
study – once this was confirmed, they redirected to a consent page, followed by a pre-test survey asking
questions around demographic information, graphic design and speech interaction experience.
Participants then completed training tasks (i.e. moving a single object around a blank design canvas) to
understand how to operate the relevant object positioning method before starting the main tasks for each
interaction approach. Participants then clicked a link at the top of the screen to move onto the main evaluation
which consisted of three interaction approaches tested using nine object positioning tasks (i.e. 27 tasks in total).
The order of interaction modes and tasks were randomized to minimize the potential for order bias. For each
task, a different image was always placed in the top-right corner of the interface to be positioned over its
associated placeholder (i.e. the grey box). Placing all interaction images in the top-right helped to ensure a
consistent approach was adopted for comparing the different interaction techniques, as well as ensuring that
participants had to move images in all directions to successfully complete tasks. Before starting a task
participants activated the speech recogniser on each task screen using spacebar key. After successfully moving
and positioning an interaction object over the relevant placeholder participants selected the next task link above
the design canvas.
Once all nine tasks had been completed for an interaction technique participants were presented with the
SUS form [5] to complete. They then started on the next technique with an initial training session, followed by
the main tasks, and then the SUS form again. Participants were also asked eight open-ended questions at the
end of testing session to explore their perceptions of the different interaction techniques. Testing sessions lasted
between 26 to 60 minutes in total.
4.3 Measures
Task completion time, positional accuracy, speech recognition performance, and SUS scores [5] were
calculated to evaluate the three interaction techniques. Task completion time was measured from when
participants selected the start task link until they selected the next task link upon task completion. Positional
accuracies (distances) were measured through task-wise arrangement of final interaction objects and target
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placeholders locations, calculating the differences between these values, and then finding the Euclidean
distance values [33] from x and y values for each interaction approach.
Speech recognition performance was measured via speech recognition errors where “errors” were identified
as the recognizer incorrectly interpreting a voice command (e.g. the speech command “right” misrecognized as
“write”). SUS [5] was used to evaluate perceptions of usability for each interaction approach. Post-study
questions also explored participants’ perceptions around each interaction approach, their overall impressions
of using multimodal speech interaction for object positioning, and suggestions for improvements.
4.4 Results
The Shapiro-Wilk’s [31] normality test (p > 0.05) found task completion data to be normally distributed while
positional accuracy, speech performance, and SUS data were not normally distributed. A one-way repeated
measure ANOVA [11] was utilized to analyze the differences between task completion times for each interaction
approach. We used non-parametric Friedman test of differences for repeated measures with Bonferroni
correction to analyze positional accuracy, speech performance, and SUS scores. Wilcoxon signed rank [37]
was used for Post-hoc tests to further analyze the differences in positional accuracy, speech performance, and
usability scores.
4.4.1

Task Completion Time.

A statistically significant difference was observed between Speed-based Control (Mean = 11.33, SD = 2.28),
Location Guides (Mean = 8.22, SD = 1.92), and Positional Guides (Mean = 12.39, SD = 2.97) in relation to task
completion time (F (2, 58) = 49.16, p < 0.001, partial η2 = 0.629). Post-hoc LSD tests [34] showed a significant
difference between Location Guides and Speed-based Control (sig = 0.001, p < 0.05), Location Guides and
Positional Guides (sig = 0.001, p<0.05), and Speed-based Control and Positional Guides (sig = 0.012, p< 0.05).
Figure 4 demonstrates participants took significantly less time to complete all tasks using the Location Guides
approach in comparison to the other two techniques.

Figure 4: Task completion times

4.4.2

Positional Accuracy.

Average positional accuracy based on average Euclidean distance values across the Speed-based Control
method was 0.88 (SD = 0.81), Location Guides 0.62 (SD = 0.49), and Positional Guides was 0.68 (SD = 0.89).
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Friedman test results highlighted significant differences in positional accuracy (X2 = 0.014, df = 2, p < 0.05).
The post-hoc Wilcoxon signed rank showed a significant difference in positional accuracy between Location
Guides and Speed-based Control (Z= -3.92, p < 0.001) and Positional Guides and Speed-based Control (Z= 3.58, p < 0.001). No significant differences were found between Location Guides and Positional Guides (Z = 0.69, p = 0.48). Figure 5 shows the positional accuracy as average positional distances which demonstrates
how close (accurate) the interaction objects were placed over their target placeholders.

Figure 5: Positional accuracy

4.4.3

Speech Performance.

The total vocal commands issued across all 30 participants for Speed-based Control was 4596 (SD = 0.81),
3941 (SD = 0.49) for Location Guides, and 4837 (SD = 0.89) for Positional Guides. The total speech recognition
errors for Speech-based Control was 376 (8.2%), 321 (8.14%) for Location Guides, and 437 (9.03%) for
Positional Guides. Friedman test and post-hoc Wilcoxon signed rank showed no significant differences in
speech performance among three speech interaction approaches (Z = -1.72, p = 0.09; Z = -1.17, p = 0.24; Z =
-1.87, p = 0.06).
4.4.4

Usability Evaluation.

The average SUS scores for Location Guides was 86.56 (SD = 14.09) and is rated as “excellent” according to
Bangor et al. [5]. Speed-based Control (Mean = 76.83, SD = 14.99) and Positional Guides (Mean = 80.25, SD
=14.27) can also be labelled as exhibiting “good” usability [5]. Significant differences were found across the
three interaction approaches (X2 = 0.001, df = 2, p < 0.05). The post-hoc Wilcoxon signed rank found a
significant difference between Location Guides and Speed-based Control (Z = -3.03, p < 0.001). A significant
difference was also observed between Location Guides and Positional Guides (Z = -2.42, p < 0.001). No
significant differences were found between Positional Guides and Speed-based Control (Z = -1.33, p = 0.19).
4.4.5

Qualitative Evaluation.

Overall, twenty participants preferred Location Guides, seven preferred Positional Guides, while three
participants preferred Speed-based Control. Participants emphasized that the Location Guides approach was
the most efficient and easy to use over the other methods “…location guides is easy to understand, and
quickest, as you are able to get close to the position you want then just fine-tune at that location” (Participant
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13). Overall, all participants provided positive feedback in terms of using the three multimodal object positioning
techniques. Participant 24 commented that they “… liked all methods, straightforward to use, not much training
required, pretty intuitive”. Four participants commented that the system occasionally interpreted their utterances
incorrectly – for instance, the “right” command was identified as “write” or “wright”, “left” as “lift”, and “snap” as
“nap”. Participant 6 commented that the speech command panel (i.e. (Fig. 1 (f)) currently displays everything
that a user verbalizes (including general conversational speech unrelated to controlling the application) and
suggested filtering this to only display recognised commands. No participants highlighted speech recognition
or the use of a keyboard to control the speech recognizer as a significant issue in completing the evaluation
tasks.
4.5 Study Discussion
The Location Guides approach was found to be significantly faster and more usable for the image positioning
tasks than Positional Guides and Speed-based Control. Participants were also more accurate in positioning
images when using Location Guides as compared to Speed-based Control (although there were no significant
differences between Location and Positional Guides). Subjective feedback also highlighted that the majority of
participants preferred the Location Guides method and provided positive feedback in terms of its efficiency and
usability in placing images around the canvas. It was therefore decided that the Location Guides approach
would be taken forward for further development and evaluation work in partnership with disabled participants.
5

FOLLOW-UP STUDY

Iterative updates were made to the research prototype based on the feedback received from the first study – in
particular, the speech recognition system performance was improved through mapping the homophones
detected in the first study with the relevant “correct” commands (e.g. “write” was added to work similar to “right”,
etc.). We also applied filtering on recognized speech input to ensure that only supported voice commands were
displayed in the command panel. Since the Location Guides method had a high SUS score and was considered
easy to use and efficient, no further major updates were made to the prototype.
5.1 Participants
Six participants (3 male and 3 female) were recruited through online advertisements and the London RSI
support group [39]. Participants were aged between 27 to 49 years (Mean = 38.33, SD = 7.69) and all were
native-English speakers. Table 1 details participants’ impairments, technical experience, multimodal tools used
during the testing session, and SUS scores.
5.2 Apparatus and Procedure
Institutional Review Board approval was obtained for the research study. All participants used their own
microphones for voice control and were encouraged to use their chosen form of switch input (e.g. foot pedal,
mechanical switch, head tracker, keyboard, etc.). Evaluations were conducted online using the Zoom video
conferencing platform [38] and participants had to complete the same nine image positioning tasks using only
the Location Guides method. The same procedure was followed for this study as discussed in Section 4.2. A
semi structured interview was also conducted to investigate participants’ experience and perceptions of the
positioning technique. Evaluation sessions lasted between 20-35 minutes.
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5.3 Results
5.3.1

Usability, Task Completion Time, Positional Accuracy, Speech Performance.

An average SUS score of 85.42 (SD = 12.28) was received for the Location Guides method which can be
labelled as “Excellent” [5] (Table 1). The overall task completion times ranged between 6.24 (P2) – 13.95
minutes (P3), whilst the average task completion time across all six participants was 10.93 (SD = 3.18). The
positional accuracy was calculated using Euclidean distances [33] for individual participants where average
values ranged from 0.54 – 1.22 (Mean = 0.84, SD = 0.25). A total of 597 voice commands were issued across
all six participants where 41 (6.86%) speech recognition errors were identified.
Table 1: Participants Details: RSI = Repetitive Strain Injury; MM = Muscular Myopathy; GD = Graphical Design (Software);
IP = Interface Prototyping (Software); ST = Speech Technology; AT = Assistive Technology
ID

P1

Age/
Physical
Gender Impairments

27 (M)

Condition Details

Technical Experience

Multimodal tool
used during
testing session

SUS
Score

Wrist Pain; Joint swelling
and stiffness; Difficulty in
using fingers.

GD: Average; IP: Novice;
ST: Dragon, Apple Siri;
AT: Head Tracker,
Foot pedal.

Speech +
Foot pedal

92.50

Tenosynovitis
(Since July 2020)

GD: Novice; IP: Novice;
ST: Dragon software,
Talon, Apple Siri, and
Google Assistant
AT: Eye tracking,
Vertical mouse.

Speech +
Keyboard

97.50

P2

34 (M)

RSI
(Since 2014)

Hand tremors; Shooting
pain in hands and arms;
Pain in wrists; Tingling
sensation in fingers.

49 (F)

RSI
(Since 2012)

Severe pain and discomfort
in hands; Tiredness in
shoulders and upper arms.

GD: Novice ; IP: Novice;
ST: Dragon software;
AT: Novice.

Speech +
Keyboard

82.50

P3

41 (F)

Fatigue; Shoulder pain;
Sore wrists occasionally;
Pulsing pain in fingers.

GD: Expert ; IP: Expert;
ST: Dragon software;
AT: Vertical mouse,
Mechanical Switch.

Speech +
Jelly Bean
Switch

100

RSI
(Since 2010)

P5

33 (M)

Muscles weakness; fatigue;
Lack of balance; Difficulty
with walking without sticks;

GD: Average; IP: Average;
ST: Apple Siri;
Google Assistant
AT: Novice.

Speech +
Keyboard

67.50

MM
(Since 2009)

46 (F)

RSI
(Since 2000)

Wrist pain, Pain in
shoulders and upper arms;
tiredness.

GD: Novice; IP: Novice;
ST: Dragon software
AT: Novice.

Speech +
Keyboard

72.50

P6

P4

5.3.2

Qualitative Feedback.

All participants provided positive feedback and were able to utilize the features within the research prototype
for image positioning. Four participants (P1, P2, P3, and P6) commented that they liked the grid presentation
of the location guides and that they enabled them to efficiently position objects (“…I like that it gives you the
control to easily do large imprecise movements followed by doing small more precise adjustments” [P1]”).
Moreover, P3 stated that the Location Guides approach “… is straightforward and very helpful to align objects
because when you are not using mouse moving things around canvas is a difficulty”. P4 commented that “… it
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could be an interesting and useful activity for dragging things on the interface for manipulation work”. Two
participants were also able to effectively utilize their own assistive technologies to complete the tasks (i.e. P1
used a foot pedal for controlling the speech recognizer, whilst P4 used a Jelly Bean switch).
6

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has presented a new system that facilitates three different methods of positioning graphical objects
around a design canvas via multimodal speech interaction (Speed-based Control, Location Guides, and
Positional Guides). The majority of participants from the first study found all three approaches to be viable,
although the Location Guides approach was perceived to be more efficient, accurate, and usable. People with
physical impairments also provided positive feedback with results demonstrating that they were able to
successfully complete image positioning tasks during the follow-up study. This work therefore contributes a
deeper understanding around the viability of speech interaction to make core tasks associated with creative
activities more accessible. Moreover, the results from this research have wider applicability in other related
domains (e.g. positioning of objects in commercial office software – Word processors, presentation applications,
operating systems, etc.), as well as the potential to support object positioning on different platforms (e.g. tablets
and mobile phones).
One potential limitation of the work is related to the issues observed around accurate speech recognition
(which is a known issue within the field [4, 28]), although steps were taken to minimise this impact through using
short vocal commands [25], as well as use of homophones and filtering. The positive feedback and usability
ratings from participant suggests that this helped to create an accessible and usable experience. The study
also only involved native English speakers as participants – it will therefore be important in future work to explore
further the efficacy of the recognition system using other languages (as well as additional possible factors such
as the gender of participants). Another potential limitation is the interaction objects and placeholders used within
the study being designed to match the size of images used in common portfolio design tasks (to help create a
more realistic design scenario). However, it will be crucial in future studies to investigate a range of different
graphical objects (e.g. shapes, typography, smaller/larger objects, longer/shorter distances [9, 18, 20, 36]) and
how users find the experience of positioning objects in these different design scenarios. We feel given the
positive findings from the research highlighted that the approaches would still provide an accessible experience
in these different contexts, although this will be important to validate.
In terms of other future work opportunities, one key underexplored area is the use of natural language vocal
commands to support object positioning. It could be that commands such as “down x pixels”, “place at the top
of object x”, or “align horizontally with object x and vertically with object y” would provide users with more
flexibility in placing objects around a canvas. There has also been a lack of work around how other common
positioning approaches (e.g. simultaneously selecting and snapping multiple objects to alignment guides) can
be made accessible via speech control. Furthermore, it is crucial to investigate different voice supported
techniques for other common fundamental object transformations such as scaling and rotation to help create
inclusive design environments.
Exploring alternative multimodal approaches to support creative work is also a potentially fruitful area –
research has examined the use of speech combined with gestures [10,17] and touch input [26, 32], although
other methods could also be beneficial (e.g. using gaze for selecting locations within a canvas and speech to
confirm movements, thus helping address known issues such as the Midas Touch [19]).
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CONCLUSION

Our work presents the first empirical evaluations to investigate different multimodal speech interaction
techniques (Speed-based Control, Location Guides, and Positional Guides) for supporting people with physical
impairments in positioning objects around a design space. An initial evaluation with thirty non-disabled
participants found that the Location Guides approach was more efficient, accurate, and usable than the other
two approaches presented. A follow-up study validated that the Location Guides approach was also a suitable
and effective approach for people with physical impairments when positioning objects within a design canvas.
Feedback from participants across both evaluations also highlighted interesting insights for future research that
will help to inform the design of more accessible and creative design environments moving forward.
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